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OF THE HILLS 

I N S I D E E X P LO R E  N E W  E N G L A N D

By Joe Ray
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

VALPARAÍSO — Pablo Neruda would be proud. Mere
moments after arriving in the city the poet and Nobelist
once called home, we set out to track down a mysterious
lead and find the heart of this place by starting with its
stomach.

Though ostensibly writing about himself in his ‘‘Au-
torretrato,’’ Neruda might as well have been writing

about the quirky charms of Valparaíso and its people.

For my part, I am, or believe I am . . . 
. . . monumental of appetite, a tiger for sleeping, 
quiet in joy, inspector of the nocturnal heavens,
invisible worker, persistently irregular . . .

With two friends, one a lifetime local, I head out to
find an unmarked restaurant called Los Deportistas,
named for its proximity to a soccer field. We buzz across
the city’s ramshackle flat center in a pint-sized public
bus, picking up the port’s dock and market workers
along with uniformed grade-schoolers on their way
home for lunch, getting an accidental slice of life as we

A port city known for poetry,
savory food, worldly influences,
Valparaíso has created itself
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One year, two schools, studying in Argentina. M2
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Choco-centric cafes to thrill your sweet tooth. M3
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On the road through Glacier National Park (left). M5
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A vintage ‘‘ascensor,’’ or elevator, transports people up one of Valparaíso’s many nearly vertical hills.
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GRAND CANYON — Starting

out on a six-day series of wilder-

ness hikes in the Grand Canyon on

unmaintained trails where even a

minor misstep can cost

you your life is probably

not the best time to

discover you’re terrified of heights.

The ‘‘learning adventure,’’

organized by the Grand Canyon

Field Institute, was called ‘‘Six

Days, Five Trails’’ and I was only

five minutes into trail one, the

steep Tanner Trail, when I pan-

icked. Surveying the terrain, the

drop, and what Grand Canyon-

ophiles refer to as the ‘‘exposure’’

(defined as how close you are to

the edge of a potentially lethal fall

— in this case very close), I had

concluded that this adventure

might be a huge mistake. 

But how to back out? ‘‘I have to

get back to the office.’’ ‘‘You guys

go on ahead.’’

Alas, there was no turning

back. Only two other people had

signed up for the trip and I was

married to one of them, an occa-

sional hiker who was turning out

to be as skittish as I was. Our

departure would have been no-

ticed.

So we stayed, and lived to tell

the tale. I’m glad we did; I found

that if you can swallow your fear

and soldier on, you’ll learn that

each trail on the South Rim has a

wonderful story to tell about

topography, geology, history, and

the colorful characters — miners

and entrepreneurs — entwined in

its history. We were fortunate to

have historian Mike Anderson as

our guide. A kind of national

treasure himself, Anderson has

researched the history of the

The Bright Angel Trail cuts
steeply through redwall
limestone on the South Rim.
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